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energetic solar coronal mass ejection cloud arrived a
week ago. The geomagnetic activity had been
exceptionally high all week until the day of the failure.
In the week, a few other spacecraft reported some
anomalies, and both the plasma temperature and the
flux of M eV electro ns were exceptionally high.
However, the geomagnetic activity was relaxing in the
hours preceding the failure. On the other hand, a
Leonids meteor storm was intensifying after midnight”.
Using the fictitious event above as background,
this paper discusses space hazards, including spacecraft
surface charging and deep dielectric charging.

Abstract
Surface charging and deep dielectric
charging are hazardous to the electronics onboard
spacecraft. Surface charging in concert with deep
dielectric charging have not been discussed before.
Hyp ervelo city impact can also play a role together with
the charging mechanisms. Using a fictitious spacecraft
failure scenario, we discuss various space hazards. Even
low level current flow between differentially charged
surfaces may cause current leakage and degradation of
power systems. Tow nsend’s criterion is a necessary
condition for an avalanche ionization disc harge to
occur. To be sufficient, one needs to include the loss
mechanisms such as electron escape, excitation,
recombination, etc. In deep dielectric charging, the high
electric field built up inside the dielectrics may cau se
breakdown. The high charge density deposited inside
may also cause a sudden change of conductivity. There
exists a critical charge density at which the M ott
(insulator to conductor) transition occurs. It has been
overlooked heretofore that the combination of high
electric fields and high charge density can lower the
thresho ld for Mott transition. We then discuss a
combination of deep dielectric charging followed by
surface charging. During high energy (MeV and
higher) electron radiation on dielectric surfaces,
electrons are depo sited deep inside and an electric field
is built up. Afterwards, low energy high den sity
plasma ions are attracted to and deposited on the
surface, thus building up a double layer inside the
dielectric. An “anodized d ischarge” may follow . This
mechanism is more hazardous to spacecraft after, but
not during, a high en ergy radiation episode. Finally,
hypervelocity impacts by meteorites and debris, with or
without deep dielectric charging, are hazardous.

2. Spacecraft Surface Charging
It is well known that negative level space craft
charging occurs often in the midnight to early morning
local hours during substorms or storms [Hastings and
Garrett, 1996]. For spacecraft charging to onset, it is
necessary to have high electron temperature [Lai, 1991;
2000a ]. At geosynchronous o rbits, the ambient ion
current is often two orders of magnitude smaller than
the ambient electron current. In darkness, photoelectrons are ab sent. T he critica l temperature for
charging onset is given by the current balance between
the incoming electron current and the outgoing
second ary and ba ckscattered elec tron currents:

(1)
where * is the secondary electron yield and 0 the
backscattered electron yield. In the Maxwellian space
plasma, eq(1 ) is indep endent of the plasm a den sity and
dep ends on the temperature only.
The values of the critical temperatures for various
spacecraft surface materials are typically 1 to 3 keV.
The recent LANL spacecraft charging data have
provided abundant evidence confirming the existence of
the critical temperature for charging onset (Figure 1)
[Lai, 2001 b].
Once high level charging onsets, the charging
level is determined by the current balance including the
ion currents attracted. More re fined calculatio ns would
include contributions from the geometry of the
spacecraft surfaces and the aniso tropy of the ambient
magnetic fields and the ambient currents. If the surface
properties are different, differential charging may

1. Introduction
Consider a fictitious scenario: “A geosynchronous satellite, AFLAC, was moved westward from a
longitude over Kwajalein to a longitude over Baghdad.
A plasma ion thruster on the satellite propelled the
satellite. The move started at 02:00 local time in
darkness, Novem ber 18. During the move, the satellite
sudd enly lost most of its power. W hat could be the
causes of the satellite’s failure?”
“The space weather had been severe. Indeed, an
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occur. The interactions betwe en the surfaces have to be
included especially with high voltages. For a good
approximation, one resorts to the Maxwellian model for
an estimate of the charging level. The mo del yields a
linear dependence of the charging level on the ambient
electro n temp erature approxim ately.
Thus, if the amb ient electron tem perature is
exceptionally high, not on ly space craft cha rging would
occur but also high voltage charging. Differential
charging and interaction b etween surfaces would also
occur, de pending on the surface properties.
In the fictitious AFLAC failure case, the electron
temperature had been exceptionally high. Therefore,
AFLAC surface charging was high ly likely. With many
surfaces on a complex satellite, differential charging
was also likely.

The total number of ionizations from the cathode (x=0)
to an anode (x=d) is given by

(4)
where n (0) is the initial number of electrons starting the
journey at x= 0. Thus, : = exp (" d).
To calculate ", one needs to know the crosssection F (E) of imp act ionization:

(5)
where f (E) is the plasma electron distribution function,
F (E) is the impact ionization cross-section, N is neutral
density, and E the electron energy. Thus,

(6)
Thus, both the neutral gas density and the plasma
electron distribution function play important roles in
med iating a discharge.
The Townsend criterion is necessary but not
sufficient [Lai, 2001a]. One needs to include the loss
mechanisms such as line excitation of the gas
molecules, molecular dissociative recombination, and
electron escape from the interaction region. When the
ambient magnetic field lines subtend finite angles with
the path of discharge, new Townsend’s criteria have
been formulated to account for electron escape time and
electron residence time in compe tition with ionization
time. The roles of these mechanisms in quenching
discharges have been studied in a related field called
critical ion ization velocity.

3. Spacecraft Surface Discharging
W hy is high voltage surface charging undesirable.? Uniform spacecraft surface charging is generally
not hazardous although it ma y disturb scientific
measurem ents and affect electromagnetic wave
communications in the sheath. High voltage differential
charging is hazardous because discharging between
surfaces may o ccur.
Low level current leakage m ay persist and cause
system degradation. However, an avalanche discharge
with ionizing neutral gas is rapid and carries high
current. Large capacitances between surfaces can also
provide large currents. Discharges with large currents
may burn out part of the instruments, spread to the
neighboring surfaces, short circuits, and generate
electro magnetic
disturbances and are therefore
hazardo us.

3.2 Capacitance Discharge
The discharge current contributed by the surface
capacitances can be large. The capacitance between a
typical spacecraft surface and the vacuum space is
usually small, depending on the area of the surface.
However, the capacitance betwe en a thin dielectric
layer and its conducting substrate can be tremendo us.
Thin layers, such as thermal blankets, are often used on
spacecraft. The thin layer’s capacitance is proportional
to the inverse of its thickness d:

3.1 Townsend ’s Criterion.
Laboratory experiments have repeatedly shown
that out-gassing is an important factor for avalanche
ionization discharge. Townsend’s criterion determines
whether a discharge is sustaine d.
Let there be : ionizations in the neutral gas by an
electron transit between a cathode and an anod e. The
electrons are accelerated towards the anode, and the :
ions towards the cathode. If an ion impact produc es (
electrons, then : ion impacts would produce :(
electrons from the cathode . A nec essary condition to
sustain the discharge is the Townsend ’s criterion:

(7)
where A is the surface are a. If d is extrem ely small in
eq(7), the capacitance C beco mes extremely large . No
wonder thin thermal blankets are often the hot sp ots
involved in spacecraft anom alies [Stassinopoulos, et al.,
1996]. Since the charge stored is directly proportional
to the capacitance, the discharge current can be
extrem ely large; it can be much larger than that the
typical currents in deep dielectric charging and
discharging. In view of the high discharge current
possibility, spacecraft surface charging and discharging
as a prime sp ace hazard deserves full atten tion.
In view of the sp ace wea ther co nditions in th e

(2)
To calculate the q uantity :, let " ionizations be
generated by an electron traveling through a distance
dx. For n electrons at x, the number of ionizations at
x+d x is given by

(3)
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AFLAC case, high voltage differential charging and
discharging could happen. Details of the spacecraft
surfaces condition including geometry are needed for
estimates of the Townsend avalanche ionization
discharge criteria and the magnitudes of the discharge
currents from the large ca pacitan ces.

radius.

(10)
where n c is the critical charge density and R the
effective Bohr radius of an atom in the the m aterial.
Typical critical densities are 10 15 to 1018 e -/cm 3
dep ending on the dielectric material.
Recently, it has been suggested that the high
electric field built up in the deep region may affect the
Mott transition in the dense charge region which is less
deep. The result is that both the critical Mott transition
density and the high field for breakdown down are not
as high as previously thought (Figure 2) [Lai, 2000b].

4. Deep Dielectric Charging
High energy (MeV or higher) electrons and ions
penetrate d eep into dielectrics. Since the cond uctivity
of dielectrics is low, the electrons and ions stay there
for a long time with little probability of migration or
recombination [V amp ola, 1987 ].

4.3 Sequential Deep and Surface Charging
The effects of deep dielectric charging and surface
charging can ha ppe n in concert. C onsider a thin
dielectric slab on top of the spacecraft ground. During
a high energy electron cloud passage, both the slab and
the ground charge negatively.
Due to its poor
conductivity, the slab builds up its electric field over
time. After the passage, the slab maintains its high
electric field because of its poor conductivity, whereas
the spacecraft ground responds to the ambient plasma
almost immediately. Suppose the ground potential
becomes zero or a few Volts positive while the
dielectric remains negatively charged, the large
difference in potentials may be hazardous.
To confirm these mechanisms, one needs
measurem ents of the electric fields and charge densities
built up as functions of depth and time in the dielectric.
Such measurements in the laboratory and in space are
feasible. For example, the design by Balmain [1996]
may be use ful for such measurem ents.
On AFLAC , it is plausible that deep dielectric
charging, Mott-transition, high field breakdown, and
their co mb inations m ight h ave occu rred.

4.1 High Field Breakdown.
The ambient ion flux at geosynchro nous orbits is
typically two orders of magnitude smaller than that of
electrons. Besides, electrons and ions penetrate to
different depths [Hastings and Garrett, 1996]. T hus,
deep inside dielectrics, the charges are predo minantly
of the negative sign. There, the electrons deposited can
build up high electric field .

(8)
where E is the electric field, t is time, F the
conductivity, and J the incident particle flux. After
days of high flux of high ene rgy electrons, the field
built up can be so high that it may cause dielectric
breakdown, the typical field for breakdown is about
10 7V/m.
Solar coronal mass ejections and coro nal hole
ejections are typically of MeV energy or higher. They
may hit our spacecraft at high altitudes and thereby may
cause spacecraft anomalies. In recent years, the four
most important satellite failures, viz., ANIK-1, ANIK2, AT& T T elstar, and M otorola Galaxy-4, all happened
after days of Solar high energy (MeV or higher) cloud
passage [Baker, 2000 ].

5. Layer Formation in Dielectrics
High energy (MeV) electrons and ions penetrate
to different depths in dielectrics. They form double
layers as described below. During the passage of a high
energy cloud, mo stly electrons are deposited because
the ion flux is much smaller. Thus an electro n layer is
formed deep inside the dielectric. As a consequence, a
strong electric field is built up by the electron layer.
Since an one-dimensional electric field extends far, it
extends beyond the dielectric surface.

4.2 Mott Transition.
Since the conductivity of dielectrics is low, the
electrons and ions deposited inside stay there for many
days. Depend ing on the conductivity and the fluence,
the charge den sity accumulated may be very high. The
high charge density may cause Mo tt transition, meaning
a sudden change from an insulator to a cond uctor [M ott,
1961; 1977]. The critical density is that which
rendering the Debye length equal to the effective Bohr
radius.

5.1 Double Layer
After the high energy cloud passage, the ambient
plasma returns to its normal, lower energy, higher
density condition. The low energy ambient ions are
attracted by the electric field towards the surface,

(9)
where 8 is the Debye length and R the effective Bohr
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because nature prefers neutra lity. However, no matter
how the low energy ions are coming in, they can never
reach the deeply deposited electrons. Therefore, they
can never neutralize the electrons. E ventua lly, a double
layer is formed inside the dielectric. In between the
double layers, the electric field is high. Outside the
surface, a detector would detect near zero electric field.
Demonstration of the double layer formation in the
laboratory is feasible.

6.2 Debris Impact
Debris are generated from spacecraft. Since
geosynchronous spacecraft are rotating at the same
angular velocity as the Earth, they are also rotating in
the same direction, viz., eastward. The relative velocity
between the geosynchronous objects is nearly zero. If
a satellite is orbiting westward, a head-on collision with
another object, such as a debris, would have a relative
veloc ity equa l to twice its orbital velo city. Depend ing
on the westward travel speed and the mass of the debris,
the collision may cause a satellite failure.
In the AFLAC case, the satellite was moving
westward, the wrong traffic direction. The chance of
deb ris collision was higher than in an eastward move.

5.2 Anodized D ischarge
Since the electric field between the double layers
is higher than in the single layer case and, furthermore,
the distance betwe en the layers is very short, the
situation is unstable and is therefore potentially
hazardo us. Any defective path, weakness, or local
maximum electric field along impurity cites, allowing
the electro ns to breakthrough, would likely result in a
discharge. Since the double layer is formed in a
sequential cathode-anode formation, the discharge may
be termed an “anod ized d ischarge” (Figure 3 ). It is
feasible to demon strate the formation p rocess of a
dou ble layer and a subsequent discharge in the
laboratory.
In the AFLAC case, the geomagnetic activity had
been relaxin g in the several ho urs before the failure.
The condition is right for a do uble layer followed by an
“an odize d discharge” to occur.

7. Plasma Propulsion
So far, every character in the fictitious AFLAC
scenario has played a role. There is one more character
left, viz., the plasma ion thruster.
The plasma ion thruster also has a role to play. In
plasma thrusters to day, a plasma is generated in an
ionization chamber and is extracted by means of
electrodes. The efficiency o f ionizatio n, however, is
typically a few percen t. The neutral gas molecules can
wander out at their thermal energies because the
electrodes do not interact with them. As a result, the
neutral molecules form a slow gas cloud around the exit
point of the thruster. They may collide with the fast
plasma ions, thus forming slow ions by charge
exchange.

6. Hyp ervelocity Impacts
6.1 Impact by Meteorites
A Leonids meteorite has a velo city of about 72
km/s. At such a high velocity, each atom of the
meteorite has a kinetic energy around 1 keV.
Depend ing on the size of the meteorite (typ ically 0.1 to
0.001 gm), it can puncture through aluminum walls of
a few mm thick (Figure 4). The neutral gas generated
by heating and evaporation and the plasma generated by
impact ionization can short circuits, inside or outside
the wall.
If the hypervelo city impa ct in on a d ouble layer in
a dielectric, an “anodized discharge” may be initiated.
This is because the meteorite has punctured an
ionization path between the layers for the discharge to
occur. The puncture shorts the circuit of the layers
inside the dielectric.
It is difficult to diagnose a hypervelocity impact,
because the angular momentum imparted to the
spacecraft is small unless the spacecraft is small or
unless the impact is on a light solar p anel.
In the AFLAC case, a Leonids storm was
intensifying at the time of the failure. A hypervelocity
impact, with or w ithout a double layer, could have
occurred .

(11)
where A is a thruster gas molecules.
If the nearby surfaces are charged negatively, the
slow ions are attracted and return to the surfaces.
(Figure 5) This m echanism, in concert with deep
dielectric charging, can form a double layer, followed
by a high probability of an “anodized discharge”, as
discussed in Sec.5. Thus, a plasma thruster o peration
after a prolonged high energy (MeV or higher) electron
dep osition in dielec trics is a po tential haz ard.
In th AF LAC ca se, a plasm a thru ster wa s used to
move the satellite after days of high energy electron
flux. The slow ions returned to the surface. An
“anodized discharge” possibly occurred.
8. Summary and Conclusion
W e have discuss some space hazards, concerning
spacecraft surface charging, deep dielectric charging,
hypervelocity impact, and plasma thrusters. Surface
charging occurs when the ambient electron temperature
exceeds a critical or threshold temperature. The
charging level increases linearly with the electron
temperature approxim ately. The magnitude of the
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surface discharge current depends on the capacitances
and on the multiplicative ion ization of out-gassing.
Deep dielectric charging can build up high electric
fields which may lead to dielectric breakdowns. Onedimensional electric fields extend much farther than that
from a point charge. Heretofore, Mott transition has not
been applied to sp ace p hysics, and high electric field
effects on Mott transition has not been studied in any
field. The electric fields ca n affect the high de nsity
deposited in another part of the dielectric, rendering a
high field Mott-transition to oc cur.
After the passage of a high energy electron cloud,
a double layer may form in side dielectrics. While the
electric field outside the double layer may b e nearly
zero, that inside is high. He retofore, do uble layers in
dielectric charging has never b een stud ied. T his
configuration is potentially hazardous. Any ionization
path through cracks, weakness p aths, or localized
impurities may initiate an “anodized discharge”. Again,
this terminology is new in space physics.
As another example , a hyperveloc ity impac t by a
meteorite can also initiate a discharge. A wrong
direction satellite traffic can also collide with a debris.
Fi n a l l y , th e p las m a io n thruster , hereto f o re
unsuspected, may also play a role by generating slow
charge excha nge ions which return to the negatively
charged spacecraft surface. T he surface ion deposit
fostered the double layer formation, followed by a
possible “anodized discharge”.
The A FLA C satellite failure scenario in the
introduction serves as kind of detective story. It
provides clues for the readers to follow and think. In
this manner, it helps illustrate the above “space
hazards” mechanisms. They may lead to satellite
anomalies or failures. The mechanisms may act singly
or in co ncert with some others.
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Figure 1. Existence of critical temperature for the onset
of spacecra ft charging. The ion tempe rature has no effect.
(Data courtesy D. McComas )
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Figure 4
. Meteoroid penetrating through the spacecraft casing.
Plasma and vapor generated inside can cause discharge
inside and damage the electronics.

Figure 2. Critical Electron Density and Critical E-Field
in the High Electric Field Mott Transition

Figure 3. A sequence of double layer formation in a
dielectric material. (a) During high energy (MeV or higher)
events in space, electrons and ions bombard on and
penetrate into different depths in dielectrics. (b) After days
of bombardment, a deep electron layer is built up. Ion
fluxes in space are lower than those of electro ns. Electric
fields form, attracting ambient ions. The ions, however, are
too fast to turn; they fly by and leave. (c) W hen the high
energy flux decreases, the space plasma is returning
towards normal. Slow ions are attracted. Although nature
tends to favor eventual charge neutrality, the positive and
negative charge layers remain separated because of the poor
conductivity of the dielectric material. A double layer
inside the dielectrics is therefore formed. (d) Anodized
Discharge.

Figure 5. Plasma Ion Thruster. Slow ions generated
by charge exchange are attracted back to the negatively
charged spacecra ft surfaces.
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